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AAbout The Institute
Founded in 2008, The Employee Rights Advocacy
Institute For Law & Policy (The NELA Institute)
advocates for employee rights by advancing equality
and justice in the American workplace. We conduct
research, develop resources, and educate
advocates, judges, the media, policymakers, and the
general public to promote employee rights and
protect workers’ access to the courts.
The NELA Institute is the related charitable public
interest organization of the National Employment
Lawyers Association (NELA).
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Working hand in hand with NELA, The NELA Institute
seeks to create a future in which workers will be paid
at least a living wage in an environment free of
discrimination, harassment, retaliation, and
capricious employment decisions; employers will
fulfill their promises to provide retirement, health, and
other benefits; workers’ safety will not be
compromised for the sake of corporate profits and
interests; and individuals will have effective legal
representation to enforce their rights to a fair and just
workplace, adequate remedies, and access to the
courts to vindicate their workplace rights when they
are violated. For more information about us, visit
www.employeerightsadvocacy.org.
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I.

Introduction
The NELA Institute released the first edition
of “The Widespread Use of Arbitration Among
America’s Top Companies” 2 in September
2017. That report shared the groundbreaking
findings of Imre Szalai, Loyola University New
Orleans College of Law’s Judge John D.
Wessel Distinguished Professor of Social
Justice. Prof. Szalai’s research demonstrated
that 80 of the companies in the Fortune 100
have used arbitration clauses in their
employment contracts since the year 2010. 3
Of those, 39 explicitly precluded employees
from joining together in any class, collective,
or joint legal action to enforce their workplace
rights. 4
In March 2018, The NELA Institute re-issued
the report, with one new key finding: at least
half of America’s Fortune 100 companies
required employees to submit workplace
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disputes to binding arbitration as a condition
of employment. 5 This report discusses in
greater depth why the prevalence of forced
arbitration is so dangerous for workers and
shares for the first time the finding that at
least 52 Fortune 100 companies use
forced arbitration in their employment
contracts.
Part II of this report presents the “what, how,
and why” of forced arbitration, explaining
what it is, how it works (or doesn’t), and why
ending forced arbitration should be a priority.
Part III shares the methodology and analyzes
the data behind our latest finding. Finally,
Part IV explains some of the steps that states
and the federal government can take to
address the harm caused by forced
arbitration.

II. Forced Arbitration: The What, How & Why
If you have ever filled out a job application or
received an employee handbook from a large
corporation, there is good chance you have been
bound by a forced arbitration clause. These
clauses are increasingly common in the
employment context, with an estimated 60 million
employees bound by them today. 6 But what is
forced arbitration, how does it work (or not work),
and why should it matter?
a. What Is Forced Arbitration?
Forced arbitration is a mechanism that allows
corporations to prevent workers from holding their
employers accountable in court when those
companies break the law. These clauses appear
in the fine print of job applications, terms of
service, employee handbooks, click-through
emails, and even retirement benefit plans.
Imposed on workers before any wrongdoing has
occurred, the scope of a forced arbitration
provision can be quite expansive, covering wage
disputes, 7 wrongful termination claims, 8 and
allegations of age, 9 disability, 10 and race
discrimination. 11 They can even push egregious
civil law violations, like sexual assault, into a
secret forum where perpetrators are more likely to
avoid accountability. 12
Employees bound by forced arbitration clauses
have not chosen this dispute resolution process. 13
Companies distribute forced arbitration clauses to
workers via a pre-printed form on a take-it-orleave it basis. 14 There is no opportunity for
employees to negotiate the terms of a forced
arbitration clause. Workers, who often have little
to no bargaining power, must submit to these onesided provisions or forego employment altogether,
which few people can afford to do.
b. How Forced Arbitration Fails Workers
Forced arbitration proceedings are often initiated
when an employee sues his/her employer in a
court and, in response, the defending company
seeks a court order to move the dispute to private
arbitration. It is common for employees, up to that
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moment, to be wholly ignorant of the fact that they
have waived their right to go to court. 15 Because
the U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted the
Federal Arbitration Act to encompass “a strong
national policy favoring arbitration,” 16 once an
employer invokes its forced arbitration clause, it is
difficult for workers to keep their case in court.
What an employee will experience once they are
in the room for an arbitration proceeding can vary
widely. Details of specific instances are hard to
come by, as much of what happens in arbitration
usually is required to remain confidential. 17
Arbitration can be extremely costly for an
employee. This presents special problems for
employees in low-wage professions, as nearly
one-third of all wage and salary workers in
America are. 18 Arbitration firms often require both
parties to submit payment before they can move
forward with a claim. 19 Additionally, many
arbitration provisions include a forum-selection
clause that may require a plaintiff to travel
hundreds of miles to partake in the arbitral
proceeding. 20 For the millions of hourly employees
who only earn a few hundred dollars each week,
the wages lost from missing work, plus the out-ofpocket expenditures for travel and lodging, makes
arbitration a financial impossibility. 21
Arbitrations tend to take place in a closed-door
conference room, using the rules specified in the
employer-drafted arbitration provision. 22 The
arbitrator—a privately-paid hearing officer who is
not required by law to have any particular legal
expertise—often is chosen from a roster of a
private arbitration firm selected by the employer.
Research indicates this type of employer-driven
selection process creates a “repeat player” effect:
employers who repeatedly use the same
arbitrators and firms receive more favorable
outcomes than those who are appearing before a
particular arbitrator for the first time. 23 After 25
interactions between a given employer-arbitrator
pair, an employee’s odds of winning in arbitration
are whittled to just 4.5%. 24
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Arbitrators are required to enforce arbitration
clauses as they are written. 25 Since employers
have been empowered to dictate the terms of
these clauses, they can be highly one-sided in the
employer’s favor. 26 Employers can insert
constraints on discovery and the introduction of
evidence into their arbitration clauses, making it
difficult for employees to prove their case. 27 They
can use their arbitration clauses to shorten the
statute of limitations on likely claims in order to
reduce the amount of time an employee can bring
a complaint. 28 Employers also are able to limit
their financial exposure in arbitration by inserting
provisions into the clauses that prohibit victorious
employees from being awarded punitive damages
and other remedies. 29 As a result, it is unsurprising

that outcomes in employment arbitration skew
heavily in favor of employers. 30
And once the arbitrator has issued a decision, all
parties are required to accept the outcome, even
if the arbitrator misapplies the law. Because the
U.S. Supreme Court affirmed in 2013 that the
Federal Arbitration Act restricts judicial review of
an arbitrator’s decision to challenges regarding
his/her interpretation of the terms of the arbitration
clause, when arbitrators get the substantive law
wrong, there is virtually no way to appeal. 31 Under
the Court’s ruling, “convincing a court of an
arbitrator’s error – even his grave error – is not
enough.” 32

Open Court vs Private Arbitration
Forced arbitration can be a boon for employers, and devastating to
wronged employees. Compare the lack of equity in a forced arbitral forum
versus a public courtroom:

In Public Courts…
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There are rules of evidence and civil
procedure to ensure fairness in the
proceedings, which apply equally to
both sides.



Cases are resolved by judges and/or
jurors with no financial stake in the
outcome.



The parties involved and the facts
underlying the claims at issue usually
become a matter of public record.
Companies cannot hide their unlawful
behavior or serial offenses committed by
company power-players.



Lower court decisions are subject to
appeal, so unjust outcomes can be
corrected.

In Private Arbitration…


The employer gets to choose the rules
governing the proceeding.



Cases are decided by a for-profit judge
selected from an arbitration company’s
roster, chosen and often paid by the
defendant-employer.



With no public record required,
egregious violations by corporate
employers may stay hidden from public
view. The details of employer
wrongdoing, including the names of
bad actors and the extent of the
unlawful activity remain largely
unknown.



There is virtually no way to appeal,
forcing workers to accept even clearlywrong decisions.

FORCED ARBITRATION CAN BURY WIDESPREAD SEXUAL HARASSMENT
& RACE DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE
Civil rights laws like Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 were designed to protect historically marginalized workers,
and create ways to deter and eliminate discriminatory conduct at work. While progress has been made, workplace
discrimination still is far too common. In fiscal year (FY) 2017, more than 45 percent of all charges filed with the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the federal agency responsible for enforcing many workplace laws,
alleged race, color, or national origin discrimination-totaling more than 40,000 violations. 33 More than 25,000 claims of
sex-based harassment were filed with the agency that same year, and 32,000 workers alleged they experienced
retaliation for filing Title VII claims. 34 In addition, it’s estimated that 70% of employees who experience harassment at
work never report it. 35 Forced arbitration policies, like those employed at FOX News, enable widespread workplace
harassment to go unchecked, and for serial abusers to act with impunity.

Sexual Harassment and Race Discrimination at FOX News

Gretchen Carlson, already famous from her years as an anchor on FOX News, recently
became the catalyst in exposing widespread workplace harassment at FOX News. From
fellow anchors Steve Doocy 36 and Bill O’Reilly 37 to company CEO Roger Ailes, Carlson’s
brave exposure of the toxic corporate culture at FOX demonstrates how forced
arbitration helps keep even endemic workplace harassment a secret.
Carlson allegedly experienced multiple forms of sex discrimination at FOX, from pay
discrimination to lewd and demeaning comments, to unwanted sexual propositions.
When she refused advances from the man leading the company, Ailes retaliated by firing
her. Because Carlson’s contract with the network included a forced arbitration clause,
had she sued Fox News alone, her story likely would have remained hidden in
confidential proceedings, leaving Ailes and others at the network free to keep harassing
other employees with impunity.
Instead, she sued Roger Ailes directly. This allowed Gretchen to pursue her claims out in the open and to bring his
appalling behavior to light. As a result of the shocking nature of her allegations and the harsh public scrutiny that
followed, Fox News fired Ailes. Ultimately, Gretchen settled her claims, but retained the right to publicly speak about
some of her experiences. Since Gretchen’s story became public, dozens of other women have come forward with their
own stories of the sexual violence and intimidation they experienced from Roger Ailes and other prominent men at Fox
News. 38
Not long after the news of rampant sexual harassment at FOX broke, stories of other unlawful discriminatory treatment
began to emerge. According to complaints filed by former Fox News employees in April 2017, “While Fox executives were
busy either participating in or looking the other way at the barrage of sexist, demeaning conduct hurled at its female
employees, these same executives allowed . . . repugnant racial discrimination to go unchecked as well.” 39
According to the complaints, racial animus manifested at FOX News in numerous ways. Racial stereotyping about people
of color was reportedly commonplace, epithets expressing racial animosity frequently occurred, and employees of color
suffered discriminatory adverse employment actions, including being denied permanent positions with insurance
benefits and being refused scheduled salary increases that were granted to white employees. 40 Shockingly, employees
with dark skin were allegedly also required to use a special door to access the second floor, where the most powerful
executives’ offices were located. 41
Allegedly, the pervasive race discrimination was well-known at the company for nearly a decade, yet the leadership at
FOX turned a blind eye and did nothing. But Gretchen Carlson’s clever maneuver around her forced arbitration clause
opened the door for those employees to be made whole. On May 15, 21st Century Fox settled the employees’ race
discrimination claims for $10 million. 42
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c. Why Employees, Advocates &
Policymakers Should Work To End
Forced Arbitration
Forced Arbitration Undermines
The Rule Of Law
Forced arbitration undermines the rule of law in
multiple ways. In addition to being imposed in
secret,
arbitrators’
decisions
have
no
precedential effect in future cases, even ones
decided by the same arbitrator. Moreover, there
are no safeguards in place to prevent an
arbitrator from incorrectly, ambiguously, or
inconsistently applying substantive laws.
The American workplace became a safer, more
equitable environment over the course of the last
century because Congress has passed a variety
of laws protecting employees. 43 Preserving the
gains workers have made toward ending
discrimination and harassment at work, ensuring
equal pay, protecting wages, and advancing
other workplace rights hinges on fair, consistent,
public enforcement of those laws. Arbitration
decisions are non-precedential, and arbitrators
are not even required to rule on similar claims in
a consistent manner. Two cases brought by
employees forced into individual arbitration
against the same employer using the same
evidence could result in widely different
outcomes. This arises, in part, from the fact that
each employee for a given company forced into
individual arbitration generally must approach
the proceedings from scratch, even if the facts or
law overlap greatly. Should the employeeplaintiffs learn of their disparate outcomes, there
isn’t a lot they can do because, as indicated
above, courts lack the power to correct
arbitrators’ decisions. 44
In 1985, former U.S. Supreme Court Justice
John Paul Stevens warned us of the danger
posed by empowering arbitrators to rule on
complex civil claims, writing “[T]he informal
procedures which make arbitration so desirable
in the context of contractual disputes are
inadequate to develop a record for appellate
review of statutory questions. Such review is
essential on matters of statutory interpretation in
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order to assure consistent application of
important public rights.” 45
In May 2018, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg revisited the issue, expressing
concern that “individual arbitration of employee
complaints can give rise to anomalous results.
Arbitration agreements often include provisions
requiring that outcomes be kept confidential or
barring arbitrators from giving prior proceedings
precedential effect. As a result, arbitrators may
render conflicting awards in cases involving
similarly situated employees- even employees
working for the same employer. . . . With
confidentiality
and
no-precedential-value
provisions operative, irreconcilable answers
would remain unchecked.” 46
Courts Are Specially Equipped To Resolve
Employment Claims
Any credible dispute resolution forum must be
equipped with the tools to resolve claims
equitably. The procedural and evidentiary rules
applicable in court are essential to resolving
many employment cases, which can be legally
and factually complex, and applying them
requires expertise that far too often is lacking
among arbitrators.
Justice Stevens acknowledged the danger of
stripping courts of their role in interpreting and
applying these laws when he wrote, “the
resolution of statutory or constitutional issues is
a primary responsibility of courts, and judicial
construction has proved especially necessary
with respect to Title VII, whose broad language
frequently can be given meaning only by
reference to public law concepts. . . . Because
the arbitrator is required to effectuate the intent
of the parties, rather than enforce the statute, he
may issue a ruling that is inimical to the public
policies underlying the [law], thus depriving an
employee of protected statutory rights.” 47
Forced Arbitration Leads To Massive Claim
Suppression
Enforcing our workplace laws relies on private
lawsuits brought by employees. When the cost
and structure of forced arbitration effectively
prevents large numbers of meritorious cases

from ever being brought, it is inevitable that
substantial amounts of unlawful activity will
proceed unaddressed.
This phenomenon is particularly striking when
viewed through the eyes of a low-wage worker.
It is estimated that over $15 billion is stolen from
workers each year through minimum wage
violations alone. 48 Filing a claim in arbitration
could cost a worker thousands of dollars. 49 For
employees earning the federal minimum wage—
a paltry $240 per week for 40 hours of work—
individual arbitration is a luxury many workers
just can’t afford. 50 For those workers, being
forced into individual arbitration amounts to claim
suppression.
Unfortunately, because of forced arbitration, the
suppression of employee claims is occurring at
an alarming rate. Based on a survey of the
number of civil litigations filed in federal and state
courts, New York University Law Professor
Cynthia Estlund recently found that hundreds of
thousands of expected employment claims
forced into arbitration are never filed; instead,
they go unheard in any forum. 51 Estlund’s
research revealed that between 315,000 and
722,000 employment claims disappear into a
“black hole of mandatory arbitration” each
year. 52 Prof. Estlund’s research strongly
supports the conclusion that companies are
using forced arbitration as a tool to avoid the law.
Class Bans In Forced Arbitration Isolate
Victims Of Employer Wrongdoing
In recent years, employers have launched a
potentially devastating attack on workers’ ability
to band together for their mutual aid and
protection. By inserting class, collective, and
joint action waivers into their forced arbitration
clauses, employers guarantee that wronged
employees will be deprived of the necessary
financial and emotional support that comes from
bringing similar claims as a group.
Collective action waivers give unscrupulous
employers a license to steal and engage in other
widespread violations in the workplace. When an
employer fails to pay its workers all they are
owed, often the only way to be made whole is for
Forced Arbitration: A Race To the Bottom

CLASS BANS MEAN LOW-WAGE
WORKERS DENIED ACCESS TO JUSTICE
When low-wage workers suffer unlawful treatment
like wage theft at work, banding together with other
employees to share the financial and emotional
burden is often the only way for them to be made
whole. Class action bans in forced arbitration clauses
deny low-wage workers their only practical means to
redress their grievances, which gives unscrupulous
employers a de facto license to steal.
Sheila Hobson worked as an Assistant Manager at an
Alabama gas station. Paid a meager hourly wage,
Ms. Hobson needed every dime she earned to get
by. Every day, Sheila worked hard to finish her
long checklist of required duties. To complete
everything, Sheila would frequently have to come
in early and stay well beyond her scheduled 8hour shift. On her way to and from the station,
she was required to around to competing gas
station to survey and record their fuel prices—a
task for which she claims she was never paid.
Despite putting in the extra time, she was instructed
by her supervisors not to record all hours worked.
The company demanded her extra labor, but didn’t
want to pay her overtime wages. Instead, the
company, Murphy Oil, USA, required Sheila and the
other Assistant Managers work for free if they
couldn’t get the impossibly long list of chores done
in the eight hours allotted. Sheila and the other
assistant managers decided to use the law to
challenge the company’s policy. They banded
together in a class action to demand payment for all
hours worked, as required under the Fair Labor
Standards Act. In response, the company invoked its
forced arbitration policy, which included a ban on
class and collective action, to deprive the gas station
managers of their day in court.
Sheila and her peers fought the class ban all the way
to the U.S. Supreme Court. In May 2018, the Court
ruled against them. Because of this decision, it is
expected that class bans will now become standard
practice in low-wage industries like restaurants and
home health care, leaving hourly employees with
little recourse when suffering unlawful violations in
the workplace.
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employees to band together in a joint, class, or
collective action. When the U.S. Supreme Court
was confronted with the argument that financial
constraints make pursuing individual arbitrations
impractical for small-dollar claims, Justice
Antonin Scalia, in the majority opinion, held that
plaintiffs are not entitled to an affordable
procedural path to vindicate their claims. 53 As
dissenting Justice Elena Kagan pointed out,
under Justice Scalia’s reasoning, if a plaintiff is
too financially limited to be able to take on a giant
corporate defendant alone, that’s “too darn
bad.” 54 But going it alone is now the only way
many employees can even make the attempt.
In Epic Systems, Inc. v. Lewis, et al, employees
challenged the legality of collective action bans
in employment arbitration clauses. Decided in
May 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
use of the collective action bans in forced
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arbitration clauses, even where the employee
never signed the clause or was never provided
any opportunity to negotiate its terms.
Prof. Szalai found that 39 Fortune 100
companies explicitly bar employees from coming
together to enforce their workplace rights. 55 In
2017, the Economic Policy Institute found that
nearly 25 million private sector, non-union
employees were subject to class action bans. 56
With the Epic Systems ruling, the number of
employees cut off from joining with their coworkers is certain to rise. In the words of Justice
Ginsburg, “the inevitable result of [this] decision
will be the under-enforcement of federal and
state statutes designed to advance the wellbeing of vulnerable workers.” 57

III. Forced Arbitration Among The Fortune 100
The
NELA
Institute’s
updated
findings
demonstrate that at least 52 of America’s Fortune
100 use forced arbitration. Arbitration can be an
efficient and beneficial dispute resolution process
for both employers and employees when it is
voluntarily agreed to after a dispute has arisen.
Forced arbitration has neither of those
characteristics, and can be disastrous for
employees in the many ways described above.
Just how many forced arbitration clauses are in
effect across the United States is hard to
determine, but several well-researched estimates
paint a grim picture for America’s workforce.
a. The Prevalence of Forced Arbitration In
The American Workplace
Because of the secret nature of forced arbitration,
it is difficult to know just how many workers are
affected. In 2017, the Economic Policy Institute
estimated that over 60 million employees are
bound by forced arbitration clauses. Prof. Szalai,
in The Widespread Use Of Arbitration Among
America’s Top Companies, examined the Fortune
100 and found that 80 percent used arbitration in
some form, and at least half appeared to impose
forced arbitration on a portion of their workforce.
This report confirms that at least 52 of America’s
wealthiest companies, which collectively
employ over 10 million people, use forced
arbitration in their employment contracts.
Because of their prominence, the policies these
companies choose to impose on their workers can
affect entire industries. Large companies that
impose forced arbitration on employees,
especially those with class bans, get a competitive
advantage over every company that plays by the
rules. 58 If underpaying workers with impunity
becomes the norm, the market rate for every
worker in that field becomes depressed, and those
employers who do play by the rules will suffer a
disadvantage in the marketplace as big corporate
competitors undercut prices. This incentivizes
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unlawful behavior among employers and creates
a race to the bottom in the workplace.
b. Methodology & Definitions
The Appendix to “The Widespread Use of
Arbitration Among America’s Top Companies”
listed publicly accessible documents in support of
its conclusion. This updated report sorts each
arbitration contract identified in the Appendix into
one of five categories: 1) Forced; 2) Forced with
an opt-out; 3) Not Forced; 4) Negotiated; and 5)
Unknown. To determine the appropriate category
for each arbitration clause, I reviewed the source
material Prof. Szalai provided for each company. I
looked for information that indicated whether the
clause was incorporated into a contract offered on
a take-it-or-leave-it basis, such as a job
application or employee handbook, whether the
worker’s job was dependent on accepting the
arbitration clause, and/or if there was an
opportunity for the employee to negotiate or optout of the contract.

“Forced”
An arbitration clause in an employment contract is
categorized as “forced” if it was drafted and
presented by an employer who required potential
or current employees, as a non-negotiable term or
condition of employment, to waive their right to
resolve an employment disputes in court prior to
any such a dispute arising. While some
employment contracts provide a window of time
for an employee to choose not to be bound by a
term or condition, called an “opt-out”,
unambiguously “forced” arbitration clauses do not
P a g e |9

give employees any choice. Of the cases
reviewed, forced arbitration clauses were the most
common type presented to employees.
“Forced With An Opt-Out”
The second most common type of arbitration
clause was presented to the employee in a form
contract that contained an “opt-out” provision,
whereby the employee was given a limited time to
decline to be bound by the arbitration provision.
Whether this is a true “forced” arbitration clause is
debatable. On the one hand, employers are
providing a process through which an employee
may retain their right to go to court. On the other
hand, the opt-out periods tend to be very short
(between 10 days and 3 months), are themselves
buried in fine print that an employee is unlikely to
read, and can require multiple steps on the part of
the employee that, if done incorrectly, will render
the employee’s choice to opt-out invalid. These
are categorized as “Forced, with an opt-out.”
“Not Forced”
An arbitration contract is categorized as “not
forced” if the record shows that an employee had
to take affirmative steps to be bound and signing
the contract had no effect on the worker’s offer of
or continued employment.
“Negotiated”
There is no evidence any of the arbitration clauses
at issue were negotiated, by any reasonable
definition.
“Unknown”
In some instances, the circumstances surrounding
how an identified arbitration clause came about
are unclear. In one case, a company’s use of an
arbitration provision is mentioned only in passing
as a point tangential to the issue before the court,
with no further evidence of the arbitration clause
existing in any subsequent public records. 59
Executive employment contracts are another
example where, absent clarification from the
parties involved, it is unknown whether the
arbitration provisions were a negotiated term. In
such cases, the provision is categorized as
“unknown.”
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c. Results
Overall, of the 80 arbitration clauses Prof. Szalai
identified, 52 were forced and 30 of those
contained collective action bans. As Table 1
shows, 5 of the arbitration clauses were forced
with an opt-out (all of which contained a class
ban), 1 was unambiguously not forced, and 23
were unknown. None of the documents reviewed
substantiated a finding that any of the arbitration
clauses were negotiated. Given that 15 of the
arbitration clauses were integrated into executive
contracts, it is likely that at least some were
negotiated. However, we cannot know for sure
how many because that information is not publicly
available.
The Types Of Workers Forced Into Arbitration
The “forced” arbitration clauses were further
examined to identify which types of workers were
bound by them, and whether those arbitration
clauses also required the employee to waive their
right to bring or join class, collective, or joint legal
actions for their mutual benefit. The results of this
review are expressed in Table 2.
Executives
Four executive contracts were categorized as
“forced.” This group is likely the smallest because
executives are in a much better position to
negotiate the terms of their contracts. The only
unambiguously
non-negotiable
executive
contracts discovered were within general
severance agreements or other benefits
documents. 60
Affiliated Employees
The second largest category of workers bound by
forced arbitration was “affiliated” employees. 61
These individuals perform work for the Fortune
100 company indirectly, such as for one of the
company’s subsidiaries, through a staffing
agency, or as a worker who is classified by the
company as an independent contractor. Out of the
52 companies identified, 12 imposed forced
arbitration provisions on their affiliated workers, 7
of which also banned them from joining together
in collective legal action.

Direct Employees
By far the largest category, 36 Fortune 100
companies 62 required at least some portion of the
workers they employ directly to be bound by a

forced arbitration provision. Of those, 22 also
prevented those employees from joining any
class, collective, or joint action against the
employer.

Table 1: Distribution of Arbitration Clauses Among Fortune 100 Companies
By Type & Presence of Class and Collective Action Bans
Arbitration Clause is…

Forced

Forced,
w/opt-out

Not Forced

Negotiated

Unknown

30

5

0

0

5

22

0

1

0

18

52

5

1

0

23

Class Ban
No Class Ban

Total

Table 2: Forced Arbitration Clauses Among Fortune 100 Companies,
By Type of Employee & Presence of Class and Collective Action Ban
Arbitration Clause with…
Class Ban
No Class Ban

Total
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Forced

Forced,
Direct Employee

Forced,
Affiliated

Forced,
Executive

30

22

7

1

22

14

5

3

52

36

12

4
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IV. State & Federal Legislative Solutions
The Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) 63 was passed in
1925 to create a cheaper, faster way for
businesses of equal bargaining power to resolve
commercial contract disputes. 64 It was never
intended to govern employment disputes. 65
However, since the early 1980’s, the U.S.
Supreme Court has gradually transformed this
early 20th century law into a 21st century superstatute. 66 As one employee rights advocate
recently observed, today “arbitration is second
only to God in its power and might in our
civilization.” 67 This Part discusses some of the
steps that state and federal legislatures have
taken and could take to address forced arbitration.
a. Individual States Could Consider ChoiceOf-Forum, Contract Formation & Private
Attorneys General Legislation
States cannot ban forced arbitration outright. U.S.
Supreme Court precedent preempts “any state
rule that discriminates on its face against
arbitration or that covertly accomplishes the same
objective by disfavoring contracts that have the
defining features of arbitration agreements.” 68
While preemption makes it difficult for states to
maneuver around the FAA, they can still enact
measures to protect their citizens from certain
problematic aspects of forced arbitration. They
might also consider passing laws allowing workers
to bring representative claims to enforce the law.
Choice-of-Venue & Choice-of-Law Provisions
As mentioned in Part II of this report, employers
have broad discretion to insert provisions into their
arbitration clauses that stack the deck in their own
favor. Employers can insert clauses that require
workers to travel out-of-state in order to adjudicate
their claims, which can inflate the costs borne by
workers and deter others from pursuing claims at
all. They also could use forced arbitration to
require all claims be adjudicated under the laws of
a particular state, allowing companies to shop
around for the most employer-friendly laws,
regardless of where the claims arise. 69
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To prevent employers from hailing its citizens into
a foreign jurisdiction or denying them the benefit
its state employment laws, California passed a law
in 2016 making it unlawful for employers to
condition an offer of employment on a worker
agreeing to litigate or arbitrate out of state. 70 That
same law renders forced arbitration agreements
requiring claims to be adjudicated under another
state’s laws to be voidable at the discretion of the
employee. 71 Because the law does not single out
the arbitral forum, it is not preempted by the FAA.
This type of procedural work-around is not a
substitute for ending forced arbitration, but it will at
least spare employees a potentially cumbersome
and costly journey across the country to enforce
their workplace rights. The law also ensures that
forced arbitration cannot be used to deny
California workers their rights under their state’s
laws. For other states with strong employee
protections, this type of measure could be a useful
tool.
Laws Forbidding The Formation Of Certain
Contract Provisions
Recently, two states have pursued a creative way
to limit an employer’s ability to require arbitration
as a condition of employment. The State of
Washington passed a law in March 2018 which
makes it unlawful for employers to condition a job
offer on the waiver of the employee’s right to
publicly pursue a cause of action for workplace
discrimination in a judicial or administrative
forum. 72 California has a similar bill making its way
through its state legislature, which would prohibit
an employer from requiring any current or
prospective employee to waive any “right, forum,
or procedure” for a violation of the state’s
employment laws as a condition of employment. 73
Both the Washington and California legislation
target the fact that forced arbitration conditions the
hiring of an applicant on her waiving of her rights.
Lawmakers in both states are hopeful that these
laws will not be preempted, because the bills

address behavior that occurs before any contract
is formed (and the FAA’s applicability is limited
expressly to “contracts”).
Private Attorneys General Legislation
Two related problems with forced arbitration are:
1) it prevents employees from being compensated
for harm they have suffered at work; and 2) it
allows unscrupulous employers to break the law
with impunity. California’s “Labor Code Private
Attorneys General Act” (PAGA), passed in 2004,
has had some success in addressing both of those
issues. 74
PAGA allows aggrieved employees “to sue as a
proxy or agent of California’s state labor law
enforcement agencies in collecting civil penalties
for Labor Code violations.” 75 Unlike in a traditional
private lawsuit, workers pursuing a PAGA
representative claim are not seeking damages;
they are collecting penalties for labor violations, as
provided for under state law. 76 Employees who
successfully prosecute a PAGA claim on behalf of
the state receive 25% of the collected penalties,
while the other 75% goes to the state’s labor law
enforcement agency. 77 California’s Labor Code
includes an extensive list of penalties, which can
add up quickly for the worst offenders.
In 2015, basing its decision in U.S. Supreme Court
precedent, the California Supreme Court held that
PAGA imbues workers with a non-waivable right
to participate in representative actions. 78 Other
courts have been unpersuaded by employers’
attempts to prevent workers bound by individual
forced arbitration clauses from bringing PAGA
claims outside of arbitration, though, as of this
writing, a petition asking the U.S. Supreme Court
to overrule this holding is pending. 79 Furthermore,
while forced arbitration clauses bind employees
who are parties to a contract, PAGA claims are
brought (in part) on behalf of the state
government. Since the state is not a party to any
private employment contract, employees bound
by arbitration clauses are not precluded from
pursuing PAGA claims. 80
It is important to acknowledge that PAGA is an
effective tool for employees, in part, because
California has some of the most employee-friendly
labor provisions in America. If other states are
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considering embracing a PAGA-type law, then
they must also consider the content of their own
state labor codes and the types of claims an
employee could theoretically enforce. 81
b. Congress Could Create Exceptions To The
Federal Arbitration Act Or Amend It To
Outlaw Forced Arbitration Completely
The only way to end forced arbitration in the
workplace is through federal legislation. 82 Bills that
have been introduced in recent years have
embodied different approaches to reign in the
problem. Some have offered a piecemeal
approach that carves out exceptions by industry,
type of claim, or both. Others have proposed
amending the FAA to prohibit the use of forced
arbitration in all employment contracts.
Industry & Claim Specific Legislation Limiting
The Use of Forced Arbitration
As forced arbitration clauses started to become
more common in the American workplace, 83 bipartisan efforts to curb the use of forced arbitration
in particularized industries began to emerge. For
example, in 2007, Republican Senator Chuck
Grassley introduced the Fair Contracts for
Growers Act to protect agricultural workers, 84
expressing the need that “arbitration be voluntarily
agreed upon by both parties to settle disputes at
the time a dispute arises, not when the contract is
signed.” 85
In 2010, with the support of both Democrats and
Republicans, Congress used the defense
department appropriations bill to prohibit
employers with federal defense contracts worth
more than $1 million from forcing employees to
arbitrate sexual harassment claims. 86 President
Barack Obama went further in protecting
employees working for government contractors
when he issued his Fair Pay and Safe Workplaces
Executive Order (EO) in 2014. 87 Among other
things, the Fair Pay and Safe Workplaces EO
prevented federal contractors that provided
supplies or services in excess of $1 million from
requiring any employee from arbitrating claims
arising from any type of claim arising from Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or any tort claims
related to sexual assault of harassment as a
condition of employment. 88 Unfortunately, the EO
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was revoked by Congress in the first year of the
Trump Administration. 89
In 2016, the bipartisan Justice for Service
Members Act (JSMA) was introduced to protect
military service members and veterans whose
employment and reemployment rights have been
violated from having their claims forced into
arbitration. The JSMA would render any
agreement to arbitrate a claim under the
Uniformed
Services
Employment
and
Reemployment Rights Act of 1994 (USERRA)
unenforceable unless everyone involved agrees
to arbitrate after a complaint on the specific claim
has been filed. 90
Members of congress have also introduced
legislation to protect workers’ ability to bring
specific types of claims in court. In the wake of
widespread revelations involving harassment and
assault perpetrated by prominent media,
entertainment, and political figures, Senator
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) and Representative
Cheri Bustos (D-IL) introduced the Ending Forced
Arbitration of Sexual Harassment Act of 2017
(S. 2203/H.R. 4734) to carve out an exception to
the FAA for claims of sexual harassment and
discrimination. Earlier that year, the Restoring
Statutory Rights and Interests of States Act of
2017 (RSRA) was introduced to amend the FAA
by making it unlawful for employers to force
employees to arbitrate claims involving violations
of a federal or state statutes or constitutions,
except when arbitration is knowingly and
voluntarily agreed to after a dispute arises. 91
Because it has the potential to reopen the
courthouse doors for many employees, excluding

specific industries or types of claims from forced
arbitration’s reach may be very appealing.
However, this approach also risks leaving out
many categories of workers, including many who
have traditionally been marginalized in the
workplace.
Amending The Federal Arbitration Act To
Protect America’s Workers
The Arbitration Fairness Act (AFA) represents the
most straightforward, comprehensive way to end
forced arbitration. It would amend the FAA to
exclude all non-union contracts of employment.
Legislation to do so has been introduced in every
session of congress since 2007. 92 The 2018
version of the AFA, introduced by Sen. Richard
Blumenthal and Rep. Hank Johnson, “prohibits a
pre-dispute arbitration agreement from being valid
or enforceable if it requires arbitration of an
employment, consumer, antitrust, or civil rights
dispute.” 93 The bill currently is supported by over
100 co-sponsors in the U.S. House and Senate.
Over the last decade, returning the FAA to its
original, intended purpose has remained a policy
priority for employee and consumer rights
advocates. 94 A national study found that once
voters heard a brief description of forced
employment arbitration, they overwhelmingly
opposed it, with more than four in ten strongly
opposed. 95 In fact, likely voters support ending
forced arbitration in the workplace by a margin of
more than two to one, including majorities of
Democrats, Independents, and Republicans. 96 If
passed, the AFA would protect all workers from
forced arbitration, and help restore the balance of
power between workers and employers.

V. Conclusion
Over the last thirty years, an increasing number of
employers have silenced workers who have
experienced unlawful treatment at work by
denying access to courts. Unscrupulous
employers know they have nothing to fear when
they cheat employees or engage in widespread
discrimination or abuse: absent meaningful
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enforcement mechanisms, they will suffer no
consequences for their harmful acts. To reinforce
the rule of law, and to restore basic fairness and
access to justice among America’s workers,
forced arbitration in the American workplace must
end.
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